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TEAM 7’S FILIGNO WRITING DESK WITH  
MONITOR LIFT: A SOLO PIECE FULL OF  
SURPRISES
At first glance, the filigno writing desk looks like a dresser. In actual fact, the design conceived by Sebastian  Desch 

combines a clear, minimalist aesthetic with ample storage space and a host of surprising technical features – and 

can be transformed into a comfortable workspace in next to no time.

The filigno writing desk is encased in solid wood pan-

els made using our advanced three-layer technology – 

 guaranteeing the highest stability despite the fine ma-

terial thickness of just 12 mm. The element rests on a 

slender metal frame base, which echoes the delicate 

material thickness of the wooden casing and really 

helps give the writing desk its weightless look. While 

the  version with a recessed plinth base has the added 

bonus of  offering even more storage space, the metal 

frame base provides plenty of space for the feet.

The desktop can be pulled forward, with cushioning 

in both directions, and clicks in at both end positions. 

When the desktop is extended, a host of additional 

functions on the inside of the desk are revealed: USB 

ports and a power socket ensure that users can keep 

their electronic devices powered up, while the optional 

Qi charging station supports the wireless smartphone 

charging. If cables are unavoidable, an integrated cable 

outlet makes it easy to connect devices inside the writ-

ing desk. The finishing touch to this home office setup 

is the milled pen tray for writing utensils.

A new additional feature really transforms the  filigno writing desk into the ultimate multifunctional tool: a large, 

stationary monitor can now be ergonomically positioned at the ideal height thanks to an integrated, continuously 

height-adjustable monitor lift. This  ensures a comfortable and healthy posture, even while working at home. And 

when the monitor is no longer needed, it vanishes back inside the desk at the push of a button – leaving users with 

a beautiful solo piece that fits harmoniously into their living space.
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“The screen lift turns the filigno secretary desk into 
the perfect home office: harmonious organisation in 
a clear, elegant design and modern comfort when 
working.”
Designer Sebastian Desch


